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Motivation

 Face-to-face guidance and support for career and educational 
choices has been found to be patchy and uneven

 Transitions from one stage of education to the next are critical 
decision points in a learner’s journey and better targeted 
information may make these transitions more successful 

 There is also a link between careers guidance and learner 
retention, based on correcting false assumptions and creating 
learners’ expectations in line with real-life experiences of others

 In this direction, the L4All system developed at the London 
Knowledge Lab aims to support lifelong learners in exploring 
learning opportunities and in planning and reflecting on their 
learning



Requirements Analysis

 Consultation early in the L4All project with groups of FE and HE 
learners found that
• careers advice is often patchy
• social factors influence educational and career choices
• word-of-mouth recommendations play an important role

 The L4All project (funded by JISC) aimed to provide learners in 
the London region with access to information and resources for 
facilitating their progression from Secondary Education, through 
to FE and HE

 It took a holistic view of individuals’ life, work and learning 
experiences 



L4All Project Partners

 Birkbeck College
 Institute of Education
 Community College Hackney
 UCAS
 Linking London Lifelong Learning Network 
 College of North East London
 Advisors: John Cook (LMU), Gareth Dent (UfI), Graeme Atherton 

(Aim Higher), Paul Welch (Prospects), Suzanne Overton-
Edwards (City of Westminster College), Stuart Swann 
(Greenwich Learning Centre), Richard Rayne (BBK), Sarah 
Vaughn (BBK), Sue Jackson (BBK)

 Sarah Davies and David Kernohan, JISC Programme Managers
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Design

 The L4All system was co-designed with groups of FE and HE 
students, educators and other stakeholders

 A consultation process was undertaken at the project start to 
identify learners’ educational goals and career objectives, with the 
aim of accommodating the needs of different user groups. 

 Interviews were held with FE learners from Community College 
Hackney and City of Westminster College; and with HE mature 
learners at Birkbeck 



Design

 The L4All system allows learners to 
• enter information about themselves, and their work and 

learning backgrounds 
• create and maintain a chronological record of their learning, 

work and personal episodes – their timeline
• share their timeline information with other users
• search over this information as well as over course-related 

information
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Presentation Notes
This Figure shows the main screen of the L4All user interface. At its centre is a visual representation of the user's timeline, and the other system functionalities are organised around this.  Each episode is displayed in a chronological fashion, and is represented by an icon specific to its type (work, university, school, travel etc.) and by a horizontal block representing its duration.Details of individual episodes can be viewed by clicking on the block representing an episode, in which case a `balloon' pops up containing more detailed information about the episode (dates, description), as well as access to edit and deletion functions.
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Some types of episode are annotated by the user, when they create the episode, with a primary and possibly a secondary classification.These classifications are drawn from standard U.K. occupational and educational taxonomies.In particular, all Educational episodes are classified by a subject from the Labour Force Survey Subject of Degree (SBJ) classification and a qualification level from the National Qualifications Framework (NQF).All work and voluntary Occupational episodes are classified by an industry sector from the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)and an occupation/position from the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC).See the Labour Force Survey User Guide for details of these standards (www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_labour/Vol5.pdf)In the L4All system, each classification hierarchy is limited to be up to four levels deep.



 The approach is distinctive in that the timeline provides a record 
of lifelong learning, rather than learning at just one stage or 
period

 Learners can choose to make their timelines “public” and thus 
accessible by other users

 This sharing of timelines exposes future learning and work 
possibilities that may otherwise not have been considered

 Aims to support collaborative formulation of future learning goals 
and aspirations

Distinctive Features



 A key aim of the system is to allow learners to search over the 
timeline data, and to identify possible choices for their own future 
learning and professional development by seeing what others 
with a similar background have gone on to do

 A facility for searching for “People Like Me” takes users through a 
three-step process in specifying timelines that might be relevant 
to them:

Design – Search for “People Like Me”
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The user specifies which attributes of their profile should be matched with other users' profiles, which acts as a filter of possible candidate timelinesThe user specifies which parts of their own timeline should be matched with other users' timelines, by selecting the required categories of episode. There are some 20 categories of episode; some categories are annotated with a primary and possibly a secondary classification, drawn from standard U.K. occupational and educational taxonomiesThe user selects the “depth” of episode classification that should be taken into account when matching their own timeline data with that of others (each classification hierarchy may have up to four levels), and also selects the similarity metric (Search Method) that should be applied



 Once a definition of “People Like Me” has been specified, the 
system returns a list of all the candidate timelines, ranked by their 
similarity to the user’s selection

 The user can then select one of these timelines to visualise and 
explore further

 The selected timeline is shown in the main page as an extra strip 
below the user’s own timeline

 Episodes within the selected timeline that have been designated 
as being “public” by its owner are visible, and the user can select 
and explore these:

Search for “People Like Me”
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“What Next” 

 An evaluation of the search for “People Like Me” functionality 
was undertaken with a group of mature learners at Birkbeck

 This study identified that more support was needed from the 
system in explicitly identifying possible future learning and 
professional opportunities for the user

 In follow-on work, we developed the “What Next” facility 
 This is a more contextualised usage of timeline similarity 

matching, which explicitly indicates which episodes of the target 
timeline have no match within the user’s own timeline

 Such episodes potentially represent episodes that the user may 
be inspired to explore or may even consider for their own future 
personal development: 
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A summary of the relevant timelines as found by the system is presented to the user in the form of a list, ordered by their similarity to the user's timeline with respect to the specified parameters and summarised by the name and age of their owners and a short description.The user can now select one of these timelines and see it displayed in the main window, below their own timeline.
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"What Next" timeline presented in highlight mode:The information arising from the episode-based alignment between the two timelines is used to indicate, using different colours, the status of each individual episode in the selected timeline: * blue is used for episodes that match episodes in the user's own timeline --- what is termed the “common ground'' between the two timelines; these are the episodes `Museum Curator' and `Foundation Degree IT'; * orange is used for episodes judged to be a potential source of future choices or goals for the user --- these are episodes in the target timeline that occur after all blue episodes and they are deemed by the system to be relevant as a potential source of inspiration for this user; these are the episodes `System Network Engineer', `System Support Engineer' and `Data Centre Support Team Leader'; * grey is used for episodes judged to be irrelevant --- these are episodes in the target timeline that occur earlier than all blue episodes and they will mostly include earlier experiences that will be irrelevant for the user; this the  episode `A Level'; * grey is also used for episodes that occur interspersed amongst blue episodes in the target timeline but have no match with episodes in the user's own timeline. These episodes may be potentially either relevant or irrelevant for this user,  and in the absence of a deeper mechanism for judging episodes‘ relevance, they are deemed irrelevant and are coloured grey; in the figure these are the episodes `Diploma in CS' and `Courier'. 
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An alternative visualisation of the timelines' alignment:We see that Museum Curator in Alumni 1 matches Sales Officer in the user’s timeline; and Foundation Degree in IT in Alumni 1 matches Foundation Degree in IT in the user’s timeline.  We see the three Orange episodes in Alumni 1. And the unmatched episodes in Alumni 1 before and within the “common ground”. 



Evaluation  

 Two evaluation sessions were held with mature learners at 
Birkbeck and at the College of North East London (CONEL)

 The Birkbeck students were studying on the Foundation Degree 
in IT and the CONEL students were studying on the Foundation 
Degree in Counselling

 Overall, there was satisfaction with the main functionalities 
provided the system

 Participants could see its value in helping learners reflect on their 
current learning, gaining self-confidence, and identifying 
possibilities for their future work and learning episodes. 

 There was clearly an appreciation by users that the system aims 
to offer possibilities for future learning and work choices, rather 
than making specific recommendations.  



Case Studies: 
User 1 



User 2



User 1 + Alumni 1



User 1 + Alumni 2



User 1 + Alumni 3



User 1 + Alumni 4



Alignment Explanations
(User 1 vs Alumni 4)



More Flexible Matching 

 Although the “What Next” facility helps users to find and explore 
relevant timelines and episodes, it has a number of limitations: 
• the methods of measuring the similarity between two timelines 

are fixed within the system
• only a single level of detail can be applied to the classifications of 

the selected categories of episode
• the similarity matching is applied to all these categories of 

episode in the user's timeline and the target timelines i.e. the 
user cannot select individual episodes

• the top-ranked timelines returned are timelines that are most 
similar to the user's timeline; these may in practice offer few 
suggestions of episodes for the user's future development



More Flexible Matching 

 We are therefore currently investigating more flexible techniques for 
supporting users' search over timelines:
• the ApproxRelax query prototype
• joint work with Petra Selmer and Peter Wood

 The next two screens show (part of) the information relating to 
users’ timelines, showing the successive episodes, the relationships 
between episodes,  and their classifications

 The screens after that show the current query interface of the 
ApproxRelax prototype
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An example of the metadata associated with one timeline – Liz’s timeline, where “sc” denotes “subclass”The University Episodes have a qualification associated with them, whose type is part of the SBJ taxonomy.The Work Episodes have a job associated with them, whose type is part of the SOC taxonomy. 
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An example of the metadata associated with another timeline – Al’s timeline
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This screen allows the user to start formulating a search query, by creating a query template for matching an educational episode or an occupational episode. Suppose the user selects to create first an educational episode by clicking on that image. 
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The first episode in the search query is a University Episode, with subject Information Systems (selected from the SBJ taxonomy); the user has selected that the subject may be successively relaxed (referring to the metadata relating to the timelines shown earlier, it will be relaxed to Mathematical & Computer Sciences).The user then clicks on Next, to create the second episode of the search query:
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The second episode of the search query is flexibly linked to the previous episode (the user has ticked the “Approx” button)This second episode is a Work episode.The selected occupation (from the SOC taxonomy) is Software Professionals; the user has selected that this may be successively relaxed (referring to the earlier metadata, it will be relaxed to Information and Communication Technology; and then to Professional Occupations).The user then clicks on Done, to finish constructing the search query. 
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This allows the user to view at a glance the episode query templates making up their query.The type of each episode (educational or occupational) is immediately clear, as denoted by the image.In the Figure, the second image has been clicked (its number is highlighted in red) and the information pertaining to Gaby's second query template is displayed, namely, that the link from the previous episode is via the relationship Next and has been approximated, that it is a Work Episode, and that the job is Software Professionals, which has been relaxed.The user can now click on the `cog' image to execute the query.
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The query results are now displayed, ranked in order of increasing distance from the non-approximated, non-relaxed version of the query.The query results are derived incrementally and one screenful at a time is displayed to the user, on their request. For each result, an avatar representing the timeline's owner is displayed, as well as their name, the episode in their timeline which matches the last episode query template of the user's query,the distance at which this result has been retrieved,and an automatically generated summary of the timeline's owner and the contents of their timeline.The latter description is displayed in order to give the user an overview of the matching timeline so that they can decide whether they wish to explore it in more detail.At present, this is as far as the ApproxRelax prototype goes in terms of displaying query results.As part of future work, we intend that clicking on the timeline owner's name will take the user to a screen that is similar to the `What Next' visualisation earlier.The selected timeline would be displayed in the bottom part of this new screen.The top part of the screen would display a visual representation of the user'squery, showing one block for each of the episode query templates, and aligning each block above the episode that it matches in the timeline displayed below.  Also missing from the current ApproxRelax prototype are abilitiesfor querying additional classifications according to theNQF (for Educational episodes)  and SIC (for Occupational episodes) taxonomiesand for formulating query templates for Personal and Other episode types.



Conclusions   

 Facilitating the collaborative formulation of learning goals and 
career aspirations has the potential to enhance learners’ 
engagement with the lifelong learning process

 The L4All system offers similarity matching over learners' 
timelines in order to identify possible choices for future learning 
and professional development

 In current work we are investigating more flexible techniques for 
supporting users' search over timelines

 Using these querying techniques, users would be able to specify 
flexible combinations of approximations and relaxations to be 
applied to their search query 

 Query results would be returned incrementally by the system, as 
requested by the user, ranked in order of increasing  “distance” 
from the search query

.



Future Plans  

 Completion of the prototype supporting the new querying facilities 
 Evaluation of the new querying facilities with groups of lifelong 

learners at our institution and others  

If you are interested in participating in a trial of the 
system please come and see me after this talk; or 
email me at

ap@dcs.bbk.ac.uk

 Extension of the L4All prototype with the new facilities
 Offering L4All as a service to Birkbeck students
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